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 Problem

Motivation for
this paper

 Solution
 Overview

of model calibration
and validation (C&V) standards
 WaPUG (UK)
 CIWEM (UK)
 EPA (USA)
 Metropolitan Sewer District
of Greater Cincinnati
(MSDGC, USA utility)
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PROBLEM


Collection system models are getting too big and
too complex, too fast
Mega models: >25,000 nodes
 MSDGC: 51,000+ nodes
It is challenging to calibrate mega models








Flow monitoring
 100s of flow meters
 QA/QC issues
 Calibration and validation (C&V) status
 What’s calibrated, what’s not?
 Rigid C&V criteria
 No consensus on C&V criteria

Design and construction delays



MSDGC reference papers from
ENDLESS MODEL C&V LOOP
CHIJOURNAL.ORG:
NO EXIT STRATEGY
Feb 2016: Cincinnati’s SWMM
Model: A Journey Through
Time
Jan 2017: Continuous
Calibration

“Modeled problem with a modeled solution”
Potential CD penalties
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 Bill James’s best seller “Rules for Responsible Modeling” (2005)
 George Edward Box (1919-2013): “Remember that all models are wrong; the practical question is how wrong
do they have to be to not be useful.” (1987)

Bill James’ favorite quote “....all models
are wrong, so honest modelers report
their uncertainty first and foremost....”
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There is no such thing as a “Perfect
Model”
 Standards vs guidelines









Supplement C&V status with professional
engineering judgement






Avoid rigid C&V standards
Use flexible C&V guidelines
C&V criteria ≠ model pass/fail test
C&V criteria = a QA/QC measure or “yardstick” to
measure the success of C&V effort

Planning vs preliminary design vs final design
Schedule (consent decree deadlines)
Budget

FLEXIBLE C&V CRITERIA
NO ENDLESS LOOP
EXIT STRATEGY

Apply alternative C&V criteria


Statistical / goodness of fit measures (PCSWMM)
for continuous models
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SOLUTION: MODEL APPLICATION CRITERIA
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SOLUTION: ALTERNATIVE C&V CRITERIA
CONTINUOUS CALIBRATION USING STATISTICAL MEASURES




Example: Integral Square Error (ISE)
Implemented in PCSWMM (Author’s request, 2011)
References:




Marsalek, J., T.M. Dick, P.E. Wisner, and W.G. Clarke (1975).
Comparative Evaluation of Three Urban Runoff Models, Water
Resources Bulletin, 11(2):306-328
James, William (2005). Rules for Responsible Modeling, 4th Edition,
Computational Hydraulics International, Guelph, ON, Canada.

ISE Range

Rating

Model Application

0 to 3

Excellent

Planning, Preliminary Design, Final Design

3.1 to 6

Very good

Planning, Preliminary Design, Final Design

6.1 to 10

Good

Planning, Preliminary Design

10.1 to 25

Fair

Planning

> 25

Poor

Screening
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2002: WASTEWATER PLANNING USERS GROUP (WaPUG) MANUAL
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE HYDRAULIC MODELLING OF SEWER SYSTEMS
LONDON, ENGLAND

C&V Criteria
Dry weather flow
Dry weather max.
flow depth
Wet weather flow
Wet weather
maximum flow
depth
Minimum storm
events

Volume
± 10%

Peak Flow
± 10%
± 10%

Time to Peak
± 1 hour
Not specified

Similar
(no
Flaw: Ignores
manhole depth
+20% to -10%
+25% to -15% numerical
and pipe size
criterion)
Un-surcharged manholes: ±0.3 ft (0.1 m)
Not specified
Surcharged manholes : +1.6 feet (0.5 m,
above) to -0.3 feet (0.1 m, below)
Monitoring: three storms and two dry days (page 36)
Calibration: two of the three monitored events (page 43)
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MSDGC (MORE STRINGENT THAN WaPUG)
C&V Criteria
Dry weather flow
Dry weather max.
flow depth
Wet weather flow
Wet weather
maximum flow
depth
Minimum storm
events

Volume
± 10%

Peak Flow
± 10%
± 10%

Time to Peak
± 1 hour
Not specified

Similar (no
+20% to -10%
+25% to -15% numerical
criterion)
Un-surcharged manholes: ±0.3 ft (0.1 m)
Surcharged manholes : +1.6 feet (0.5 m,
above) to -0.3 feet (0.1 m, below)

Not specified

Or ±15% (more stringent than WaPUG)
Three for calibration and three for validation (more stringent than
WaPUG)
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2017: CHARTERED INSTITUTION OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (CIWEM) MANUAL
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE HYDRAULIC MODELLING OF SEWER SYSTEMS
LONDON, ENGLAND

 November 3,

2017
 Highly anticipated release
 Pros




Table of C&V criteria
Emphasis on using judgement
Limitations described
It is primarily based on the modelling practices in the UK
and Ireland, and if used outside this geographic area the
user must apply judgement in adapting this to local
conditions and practices.

 Cons
 Not much on continuous calibration except Nash Sutcliffe
Efficiency (NSE) method for shape comparison in an
Appendix
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C&V CRITERIA TABLE IN 2017 CIWEM MANUAL
New (critical locations): more
stringent than 2002

New: NSE Method but not in the
context of continuous calibration
New: More stringent (was 1
hour)
New: % criteria added
New: offers flexibility
New: More stringent (10%) for
critical locations
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USEPA C&V GUIDELINES
January 1999
 Section 7.4.2: Calibrating and Validating the Model
 An uncalibrated model may be acceptable for screening
purposes.
 Most models are more accurate when applied in a
relative rather than an absolute manner.
 Common practice employs both judgment and graphical
analysis to assess a model’s adequacy. However,
statistical evaluation can provide a more rigorous and less
subjective approach to validation.
 It is desirable to calibrate the model to a continuous
sequence of storms if it is to be applied to a continuous
rainfall record.
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USEPA C&V GUIDELINES










For calibration, the most important comparisons are total
volumes, peak flows, and shapes of the hydrographs.
An adequate number of storm events (usually 5 to 10) should
be monitored and used in the calibration.
The monitoring period should indeed cover at least that many
storms, but calibration and validation are frequently done with
2 to 3 storms each.
Calibrate the model first for the representation (prediction) of
overflow volume.
After obtaining a reasonable representation of event overflow
volume, calibrate to reproduce the timing and peak flow
(hydrograph shape) of overflows.
No numerical C&V criteria for volume, peak, or shape.
Definitely easier than WaPUG.
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CONCLUSIONS
Mega models are high maintenance
 Mega model calibration can drive you crazy




Seek medical attention if suffering from calibration anxiety

Rigid application of calibration criteria devoid of engineering judgment is
counterproductive
 Keep Calm and Calibrate: Make the best use of your C&V status




A partially calibrated model is also useful



Use model C&V criteria to determine model suitability (planning vs. design) rather than using it as a
pass/fail test



A new Task Force at Water Environment Federation (WEF) is developing the first ever Modeling
Guidelines for North America.
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Thank You!
Cannot wait to answer your questions after the session!
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